Evaluating virus-transformed cell tumorigenicity.
The tumorigenicity of adenovirus (Ad) 12-transformed mouse cells was evaluated by analyzing the relationship of tumor cell dose to tumor incidence and tumor latency. The tumor producing dose 50% endpoint values used to define these relationships remained stable during 52 weeks of serial passage in tissue culture and were not determined by low frequency events within the cell population. The data from these analyses suggest that the phenotype of Ad12-transformed mouse cells is influenced by two set of traits--those traits that determine the threshold number of cells required for tumor formation and those that extend the cell dose-dependent tumor latency period. Both traits are established independently of cell immortalization, and both can be influenced by the immunological status of tumor-challenged animals. These observations were verified by using mouse cells transformed by Ad5 and SV40. The biological and molecular processes that contribute to these traits remain to be determined. The approach developed by this analysis provides a reliable, quantitative means of evaluating endogenous traits that determine transformed cell tumorigenicity. This method can also be used to test the effects of tumor cell manipulations or changes in host response that could alter expression or detection of these neoplastic cell traits.